Subaru on grand

Seldom does a memorable journey begin without a noble steed. But which one is right for you?
However, Subaru accommodates both driving styles without leaning too far one way or the
other. Gearheads and adventurers alike salivate over the specs of the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
This can help drivers get out of tricky situations while driving on rocky or uneven terrain. The
Trackhawks, however, is a straight-line burner. Its supercharged V8 achieves hp and posts a
MPH time of just 3. All Outback models come standard with all-wheel drive, while many
lower-end Grand Cherokee trims only come standard with rear-wheel drive. Plus, the Subaru
Outback has 8. The Grand Cherokee may be making headlines with its flashy specs. The
Outback is just as comfortable cruising the highway as it is traversing unpaved trails.
Meanwhile, its top-tier trims feature a more powerful, yet relatively efficient, hp turbocharged
four-cylinder engine. Shoppers who choose the Outback over the Grand Cherokee will gain
more standard safety features. Some crucial systems include forward collision warning,
automatic emergency braking, lane departure warning, and lane-keeping assist. However, the
Grand Cherokee does offer these driver-assistance features on higher trims. Notably, it comes
standard with a blind-spot warning system, which is only an available feature on the Subaru
Outback. Both vehicles are superior options to bring along with you for your next weekend
getaway. However, the Subaru Outback is more practical for everyday use due to its exceptional
fuel efficiency and safety ratings. Unless crawling rocks and water fording will be a daily
occurrence, the Subaru Outback is the wiser choice over the Jeep Grand Cherokee. Jeep,
unsurprisingly, dominates performance. Subaru Impreza 2. This car is in very good condition
throughout, kept totally standard all its life and has been very well mainta. A rare 3. The car has
a custom full stainless steel exhuast, Bilstein rear shocks, 2 sets of wheels one shown on the
car with winter tyres Vredestein Wintrac Xtreme S , and a set of wheels with summer tyres E.
Due to the national lockdown our car showroom doors are currently closed however, our online
showroom is open and you can virtually view and purchase this car online or by telephone. We
can offer video viewings and detailed telephone consultations. Great running car no issues. Has
part service history. Only genuine callers thanks. Reposted due to wrong price in first add. This
car is very tastefully modified, runs as it should and very good overall condition. Price is
actually for two and a half Imprezas and spares. The one at the front of the photo is in fairly
decent shape, however the head gasket failed a few years back. The plugs were changed at the
time hoping they were the. Hamblyn Cars Ltd Its currently waiting to be registered and will come
fully serviced including the cam belt and ancillaries. Most people who are looking for a
second-hand Subaru look for one from , and , but the cheapest years on Gumtree from which
you can pick a Subaru include , and The most expensive Subaru cars are painted in yellow, blue
and white, while the most popular colours generally are blue, black and green. The cheapest
Subaru model overall is the Justy. This guide is intended to provide general guidance only. It is
not intended to give you advice on your personal financial circumstances. You should seek
independent professional advice if you're unsure about anything mentioned in this guide or
what choices to make. Car Loans. Ads posted, Monday 22nd February This ad is Featured 9
images. This ad is Featured. This ad is Featured 16 images. This ad is Featured 15 images. This
ad is Featured 6 images. Subaru impreza wrx 5door hatchback Berkeley, Gloucestershire.
Subaru BRZ 2. Subaru Forester 2. Subaru Impreza 1. AWD Finaghy, Belfast. Click and Collect
Subaru for sale Braintree, Essex. Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. Subaru Levorg 2. Very Low mileage
car. Hungerford, Berkshire. Pagination Previous Currently on Page 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Next. What is
the best year for a second-hand Subaru? What kind of colours do you see on the most
expensive Subaru cars? How much is a second-hand Subaru? Which Subaru models are below
the average price? About the FAQs This guide is intended to provide general guidance only.
Top searches Top locations. Buy and sell in a snap Get the app for the best Gumtree
experience. For Businesses. Write a Review. Contact the business for more information about
recent service changes. See all 34 photos. See All Bensenville, IL Ask a question. Your trust is
our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn more. First
class service from a smooth working team that gets you in and out with a smile. Very clean and
comfortable waiting room. Best dealership I've ever patronized. I was so impressed by her
expertise and warmth helping me with my decision. The Grand Subaru dealership as well as
Sharlene did a great job with precautions needed during this pandemic. Buying a car can feel
stressful in better times, but this place did a stellar job making me feel safe. My partner and I
went in to Grand Subaru hoping he would finally get the car he so desperately needed, and
wanted. We worked with Sharlene and she was patient, kind, and fair. Three things that make
the process of buying a car a little less stressful. The good news, he got the car and we both
walked away happy! My biggest beef with Grand Subaru was the hard hard sell on the Zurich
protection plan and extended warranty. After the hard sell, there was very little support or follow
up, I'm especially frustrated with the Zurich protection plans. The only thing I was given was a

general phone number for Zurich which led to a phone maze. I had to use 45 minutes of my own
time on the phone with several Zurich representatives to get any information about my policy.
My salesperson said it would be simple. I was told there was a website to find providers, which
there is not, and everything must be done through the phone. Each policy has multiple contract
numbers and phone numbers for each service. I did not get these from Grand Subaru. So far,
two phone numbers have dead ended at a busy signal. I'm more than a little peeved and feel
swindled. Shoppers beware - I'm pretty sure the Zurich coverage is a scam. This might not be
Grand Subaru's fault, but I don't think they know this product that well. For the extended
warranty, Linda pushed repeatedly on the electronics, claiming they would fail on me soon why
are you selling me a car that will fail? I said no three times, knowing that most of the electronics
weren't important to me. Eventually she reduced the price to a point where it was worth if for
me, because I had heard that some transmissions in the Forester were failing within k miles. I
will say that overall they were friendly and helpful, but in retrospect I think that was all in service
of pushing me towards the financial products. This experience was better than most, I'm just
frustrated with the insurance products and warranty. This is a reply to Cheryl W's review..
Thanks for this review. Unfortunately, as one who works in sales, there is more urgency dealt
with the bigger purchases or the services that will make them money. This is the second Subaru
dealership that I've seen that treats the smaller items of less importance. I had a company car
Forester delivered to. Napelton Subaru, and they sat on the car for about over 2 months and
would not move to release it to me though I had all that I needed to get the car. My company
ordered the car from Japan, and once it was delivered they just sat on it. That is most likely
because they are not making money on the car. Needless to say I will not be coming to them
when I buy a Subaru. Now I'm at Grand Subaru, I came to get a winter tire estimate. I need them
to call my job with an estimate. That's all. But they are sitting on it as the waiting area has just
been emptied with all the other customers. The tell that this was going to be poor service was
that they said they don't make money on winter tires and cannot price match. Why would I come
here either for a car. I happen to be a Subaru enthusiast and can't wait until I get a new one. But
it won't be at this place. As one in sales, we strive to do our best with even the complimentary
services. Because the customer remembers our genuineness and comes back when they're
ready to make the big purchase because of our proven integrity and loyalty with even the
smallest of requests. I live in Missouri and I have 30 days to register my vehicle. The finance
manager told me there will be a packet of documents mailed to me within 2 weeks for me to go
register my vehicle. However, I haven't received anything from Grand Subaru, so I have been
trying to reach out since Oct 29th. Of course, the finance manager wasn't available, and no staff
can answer my question or direct my call. Staff helped me left multiple messages but none of
them actually reach out and call back. I feel like a crazy person always calling, but I haven't
been able to get help at all. I understand the covid have impacted things including slower mail
or them having limited staff. However, my request is urgent too. I have made it clear it's been
the 26th day since I purchase my vehicle. I only have 4 days left to go register my vehicle.
Similar to them, I have a life too and can't easily just squeeze time to go do the registration
thing. I think business isn't only about taking care of potential buyers, but also make sure
buyers from grand Subaru are also getting help when they need to, especially it's an urgent one.
Elite ' My aunt has bought two cars here. She got a great price online and went in to purchase
without the shady bait and switch practices other dealerships use. She only services vehicle at
dealership and they've always been honest snd fair. Recently they replaced ac for free and the
car almost 10 years old! I was recently in market for a new car, snd got an email quote. Quote
was about under msrp and included all fees upfront. This was one of very very few dealerships
that would do this. I know from my aunt's experiences that they don't add fees once you come
in. In the end we decided we need a minivan which suburu doesn't have but I would buy a car
here in a heartbeat. Quick update and a point of caution to all: be sure to check your car if
possible after having any work done here. Since purchasing my car from this dealer, which is a
whole other story of dissatisfaction in and of itself, it is the only place I have taken it for routine
maintenance oil changes, as that is all that it has needed due to a free service contract they
gave us for the hassles during purchasing. Given that we don't drive much I was bringing it in
every six months. Recently I popped the hood to add windshield washer fluid and noticed
something odd And this blanket had presumably been there since the last time I had an oil
change which was about six months prior. Naturally Grand Subaru denied any involvement
when I contacted them but I think any rational person can put two and two together here. So like
I said: be sure to check your car after having it serviced here. You never know what you are
going to find Finally, I reached put to "Ryan D. So much for making customer satisfaction a top
priority. Needless to say, I won't be returning to this dealer for maintenance or another
purchase. The blanket I discovered had been left on my car's engine after having it serviced. Ok,

so it's a car dealership so you have to have the mindset that it's going to be a beat down from
the minute you walk in the door either to purchase a vehicle or service. We purchased a vehicle
here and it was the longest process I've experienced, and I've bought a handful of cars. We had
everything taken care of, negotiations were done over email and we just needed to come in to
buy That's absurd for only needing to inspect and test drive the car to confirm it was as
promised and pay. Additionally, I have come back for oil changes and they are by no means
speedy Read more. He took care of us like we were his family. We have been car shopping for a
while and found other dealerships to be We were about to give up when a friend recommended
we look at Subarus. If you haven't driven a Subaru before you really must test drive one. This is
our first Subaru and we are in love. But, this is a review of the dealership so let me tell you
about our experience. It just so happened that Ramon had the one we wanted, while the other
dealerships had to special order it. So, we packed up our 18 month old and rushed over to
Bensenville after work to take a look at it. However, Ramon was warm and friendly and was not
pushy at all. It really seemed that if we left without buying a car it wouldn't be a problem. It
probably helps that these cars sell themselves. He listened to our lifestyle and worked with us
to decide on the best trim and other options. Ramon was also very considerate of our time
because we had our baby with us. He was a man on a mission to get us our car and out of the
dealership for the baby's bed time. So, yeah. I highly recommend Subaru and if you're going to
buy one definitely buy one with Ramon at Grand Subaru. Business owner information. Ryan D.
Business Manager. This is so amazing to hear from you, Adam! We appreciate you taking the
time out of your day to let everyone know about your experience with us. We know how it is
when you are raising a family when it comes to your time and energy. With that, we are so
thankful that you still chose to visit us to find the perfect family vehicle. We pride ourselves in
having a sales team that makes your time with us feel important as you are the center of our
business and want to treat you as such. We look forward to seeing you again when you have
any future automotive needs! I am very pleased with the service I received at this dealership. My
initial conversation with the customer service person was very favorable. She was personable
and informative and I felt good about scheduling service here. Bringing my car in for repair and
maintenance was seamless. I also received a loaner car while my car was being service and the
process was completed quickly. Everyone I came in contact with was professional and
courteous and the service person kept me informed regarding the status of my car. I will
absolutely take my car back for maintenance and servicing. I went in to buy a Crosstrek and no
one would talk to me. So I went down the street and bought a Mazda. Guess I'm invisible.
Bought a 1 year old outback with miles. Clean carfacts probably off lease or loaner. Certified
with all the warranties in place. Sales person was nice as were the other folks you deal with
when buying a car. Took it home drove it 4 times and the warning lights started to go bonkers
and car started jerking. My wife called in to see what our options were - they connected her with
a female manager. My wife expressed concern over keeping a car already having problems and
was told too bad you bought it, it's yours. She told us to take it to brilliance Subaru which is
closer to my residence and didn't sound like she had any interest in dealing with it. This
women's attitude was rude and very uncaring. Needed to replace the dollar transmission. Cost
me nothing given warranty. Brilliance Subaru was the exact reflection of what you hope for. So
grand Subaru can sell a car but don't expect anything if there is a problem. Not to mention we
felt that they probably knew about this cars issues. Seems very coincidental. Sucks to give it a 1
star as the sales guy was nice Joe. So this goes towards financing and pricing. Found a
Forester my wife really liked. Her Rav4 was totalled and I've been trying to get her out of getting
the same car again. So we've been looking at other options. Anyways dealer wasn't willing to
move what so ever on the price. Just wanted us to put more money down or change the terms
to 7years. We already offered 3k down yet they wont budge. Car also had 49k miles and they
had it marked on their paperwork ad 29k so who knows if their original list is off that 29k or the
real 49k Anyways manager claims all their customers come in and say "Wow you guys have
great prices I'll take it" and just buys their cars at list price. Tell me what human on earth has
ever walked into any dealership and buys a car at list price. Always sucks when you have that
bad experience cause now we'll never be back and I'd never recommend them here. So long
story short Don't waste the efforts here. They can't be beaten on price and service. Every step
of the process, from first inquiry til the time you drive away, is painless. When they say there
are no extra fees, they mean it. And I love that they don't affix any dealer stickers, logos, or
license plate frames to their cars. Though everyone we have ever dealt with here has been
stellar, huge props to Jeff for seeing us through our most recent purchase. He's grea I rarely
give any five star reviews, but Grand has proven worthy, and I would recommend them, without
hesitation, to anyone. Thank you for such a wonderful review and rating! We're so glad Jeff was
able to help you with a five star car-buying experience! If there's anything else we can help you

with, please reach out and let us know! And I love that they don't affix any dealer stickers or
logos to their cars. He's great! I rarely give any five star reviews, but Grand has proven worthy,
and I would recommend them, without hesitation, to anyone. Thanks for nothing to Al and Ryan
in the finance dept. I have been trying since Sept 16 to get someone to return my calls or emails.
This is aggravating, poor service and a terrible reflection on your dealership. I bought my
Subaru Outback brand new here last year after moving from California and knowing I'd want the
safest equipped car to handle snowy driving conditions as someone who has never lived in a
place where it snows. Dealerships that I contacted were quoting me nearly 8k more than what I
was expecting or wanting to pay and of course they expect you to haggle with them and spend
hours before you get frustrated and give up. The day after I arrived it took about a little more
than 3 hours to sign all the necessary paperwork to drive my new car home that day, and
working with Neely was a breeze and she's such a sweetheart. My red hot babe! Always get
paperwork for used car you're buying. Also go get it checked out somewhere else. They'll do
anything to have the keys on your hands. Then after that, any issue that comes up is your fault.
Otherwise, all you get is run around. Service manager was ok. Sales guy Andrew was terrible.
Manager Damion was even worse. When I asked for store manager, I received an email that said
they no longer wanted to do business with me. Meanwhile I was still having issues with a used
car they sold me. Since the car was not Subaru, they. I was wildly disappointed in this
dealership. I had two used cars in mind- but open to others. The two cars were dirty with dirt
marks and dead bugs. Smelled rough- and weren't kept well. The dealer- Matt- didn't care to sell
me a car. When the numbers didn't work- that was that- no other options presented to me. I was
made to feel naive, incompetent and not worth his time or business. Further their car
presentation doesn't show they care about selling their cars either. Disgusted in the cars and
my treatment. Some ups and downs from our purchase and service experiences. We really liked
our salesperson, Matt. He was very comfortable to deal with, easy to talk to, responsive. I
basically go into car buying fully expecting to be annoyed by our salespeople, and we both
genuinely liked him. The purchase experience felt like a long awkward wait to actually buy while
someone pitched extras at us. Though the longer we waited, the less I wanted to spend extra
money - so that worked out financially for us. Probably my biggest issue was we realized we
were missing something paperwork-wise we should have had when we got home. I tried calling
a few times, got brushed off, told I would get calls back and never did, and the last person I left
a message with had a tone that made it rather obvious I was very low priority, so I wasn't
surprised when I never heard back, and I gave up after that. That post-sales experience was
enough that it just made us feel like once they got our sale, we pretty much no longer mattered.
Which isn't the end of the world, I just wouldn't say I'd wholeheartedly recommend them in case
there are issues afterwards. We do go there for service, and have had no issues so far.
Maintenance costs are pretty expensive for this brand, at least through the dealer, compared to
our Toyotas at least. Bought a car from them and it was a poor experience. I regret not walking
out of the dealership the day I did buy it, but I just wanted to not be dealing with the process for
weeks into the future. My issues with this place include: - Not disability friendly. You have to
walk up stairs just to get into the place with no signage for alternatives. I have a spinal cord
injury which makes stairs very difficult. You wait for everything and they give you those
apologies that you know are not genuine, and the buying process takes much too long. I'm not
sure why, as I'd even made an appointment. Again, shame on me for staying, but hopefully,
you'll avoid my mistakes. The place has the feeling of the old time used car dealerships where
you don't feel like you're getting honest service. They may argue that many women work there,
but the buying experience for women may not be a pleasant one. Buying a new car should be a
fun experience. It doesn't happen more than a few times in life. You shouldn't walk away with
that feeling of 'I think I made a mistake'. Obviously, my experience was not a good one and I've
had problems with them in the 6 months since buying the car with service warranties. I wish
others a better time in their new car purchase, and if you go here, trust your instincts better
than I did. This provider has not enabled messaging on Yelp. Request a quote from other similar
providers. Business website. Phone number. A to Z Auto Repair. Advance Auto Parts. Wilkins
Mazda Hyundai - Sales. Elmhurst BMW. The Wreck Room. Jiffy Lube. Auto Parts and Supplies
Near Me. Diesel Engine Repair Near Me. O Reilly's Near Me. Toyota Near Me. Subaru Dealership
Bensenville. Services BMW. Services Lexus. What forms of payment are accepted? Grand
Subaru accepts credit cards. How is Grand Subaru rated? Grand Subaru has 4 stars. What days
are Grand Subaru open? Yelp, , and related marks are registered t
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